a platform for coworking spaces and coworkers

juwoto.com

— for you

Are you an office space owner?
Are you planning to rent out an office, or already doing this?
We'll help your business to grow up and provide unique opportunities
for tenancy sphere.

Try it right now!

juwoto.com

It's never been easier!
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A list of your visitors is always at hand, every one

Track statistics and reports on visitors and finances
in real-time.

you know in person. With any of them you can
contact if he published contacts.
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Keep single schedule that is automatically updated
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Add your employees and customize their access
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App for iOS and Android will help you stay in the loop

to functionality.

whenever seats are booked. You can even add back
the visitors not yet familiar with JUWOTO!

even if the computer is far away.

Meet JuPass — access control system, developed
by the JUWOTO team to make managing
coworking space easier for you.
juwoto.com

JuPass

Each JUWOTO user who booked and paid a visit to your coworking or purchased a ticket
to the event gets a unique QR code. Your administrator can scan the code with a mobile app
JUWOTO in which, in addition to the reservation status and ability to register a visitor, you will
see information published in profile.

Install stylish JuPass device that automatically reads the QR code and updates the schedule of
your coworking on JUWOTO, and when connected to the turnstile or the electronic lock – allows
you to go through. It doesn't require the presence of an administrator to check the booking
status and to admit the visitor. In addition, you can see what time your employees come and go!
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Flexible offers configuration
Choose the types of offers.
Create hourly, night or around the clock. Flexible cost calculation.
Set working time easily.

1 2 3

Open space

Conference room

Small office

Comfortable for work

For business negotiations

Individual working space for small

and inspiration

or consultations

startup team or Company Department
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Your coworking space so easy to find!

Take visitors from around the world

Collaborate with the community

JUWOTO users, whether they are from your city or

Tell

on business trip, undoubtedly will find your coworking

description, keep a blog, arrange events and share

space using understandable search.

news on social media.

us

about

your

coworking

space

in

the

We will handle your promotion
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JUWOTO membership
The vast majority of coworking spaces rent out workplaces in open space
at least a day. Our users, who become JUWOTO members have the opportunity
to book a place in coworking-partner just for the hours they plan to spend there.

Thus, one and the same place during the day can be rented
by different visitors, with no downtime.
juwoto.com

JuWiFi

The system JuWiFi, which we've developed from scratch, will allow you to make
a wireless network in your coworking space only available to visitors and
staff, and to regulate minimum and maximum speed of Internet access
for each zone separately.
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JuWiFi
Forget about expensive equipment.
All you need is a regular router that is compatible with our system.
Our experts recommend purchase the following models, depending
on your needs:

MikroTik RB951 – up to 50 sessions
MikroTik RB2011 – up to 100 sessions

Configure your router using the instructions
in your account on Juwoto.com and control

MikroTik CRS125 – up to 300 sessions

Internet access even easier with JuWiFi!
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Try it right now!

Sign up

Customize your account

Create your first offer

You will need just a couple of clicks

Enter the name of your coworking

Select one of the three options and

to become a part of JUWOTO.

space, select a unique subdomain,

details configure it. Happened? Create

upload the photos of your space.

as many offers as you need. They will all
be available to JUWOTO users.
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Become our partner!

Use JUWOTO for free! You will get access to all the features of our service,
with the exception of automating some processes.

Contact the JUWOTO specialist and sign the treaty in any place
and any time that you will be comfortable.

When booking through JUWOTO we charge a fee, the amount of which is individual
for you and cannot be disclosed. In case of signing the contract, you will receive
full functionality of the service and technical support 24/7.
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